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Full Ride
20" 
SKU:: 
CY0000851620

Weight: medium
Volume: medium to fairly loud
Stick Sound: pronounced, balanced
Intensity: lively
Sustain: medium long
Bell Character: relatively integrated

Sound Character:: 
Full, medium, bright, warm. Medium range, clean mix. Even, balanced feel. A perfect
connection of a clear ping with a supporting shimmering wash. A well rounded ride
cymbal for multi-purpose use in a wide range of musical applications.

Groove Ride
21" 22" 
SKU:: 
CY0000851721, CY0000851722

Weight: medium heavy
Volume: soft to loud
Stick Sound: silvery, controlled
Intensity: fairly lively
Sustain: medium long
Bell Character: pronounced, integrated

Sound Character:: 
Full, warm, strong. Fairly wide range, relatively clean, even mix with a nice feel. An open
ping paired with a balanced, sweet, breathy and dark wash. Very comfortable ride cymbal
for moderate applications in multiple music styles.

Rock Ride
20" 22" 
SKU:: 
CY0000852720, CY0000852722

Weight: medium heavy
Volume: medium to loud
Stick Sound: bright, crisp, pronounced
Intensity: lively
Sustain: long
Bell Character: fairly separated, piercing

Sound Character:: 
Energetic, full, clear, bright. Fairly wide range, clear mix. Pronounced ping over an even,
rich overtoned wash. Very pronounced bell sound, fairly separated, and well balanced
within the overall cymbal sound. Perfectly suited for forceful playing in aggressive music
styles, where wide dynamics are required.
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Heavy Ride
20" 
SKU:: 
CY0000852920

Weight: heavy
Volume: medium to very loud
Stick Sound: bright, very pronounced, dry
Intensity: lively
Sustain: long
Bell Character: full, piercing, separated

Sound Character:: 
Clear, full, glassy, warm. Medium range, clean mix. Rather heavy feel. Strong, silvery
ping paired with a metallic warm undertone, and a strong dark wash. A distinctive ride
with a strong character for heavy playing.

Metal Ride
20" 22" 
SKU:: 
CY0000851820, CY0000851822

Weight: extra heavy
Volume: medium to very loud
Stick Sound: crisp, piercing
Intensity: very lively
Sustain: long
Bell Character: penetrating, strong

Sound Character:: 
Meaty, metallic, focused, dynamic. Fairly narrow range, raw mix. Heavy feel combined
with a strong, glassy ping over aggressive, icy wash with subtle undertones. Perfectly
suited for extreme volume.

Flat Ride
20" 
SKU:: 
CY0000852320

Weight: medium
Volume: very low to medium
Stick Sound: silky, silvery
Intensity: dry, controlled
Sustain: short

Sound Character:: 
Silky, dry, warm, silvery. Fairly wide range, clean mix. Even, balanced feel. Very defined,
crystal-like, ping over controlled, misty, shimmering wash. A focused, rich sounding flat
ride for all kinds of musical settings from jazz and blues to pop.
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Thin Crash
14" 16" 17" 18" 
SKU:: 
CY0000851214, CY0000851216, CY0000851217, CY0000851218

Weight: medium thin
Volume: low to medium loud
Stick Sound: washy
Intensity: lively
Sustain: medium short
Bell Character: integrated

Sound Character:: 
Medium bright, full, warm. Wide range, fairy complex mix. Balanced, responsive feel. A
versatile, comfortable crash cymbal with an explosive sound character and hissing
shimmer. Perfectly suited for all styles in moderate use.

Medium Crash
14" 16" 18" 
SKU:: 
CY0000851414, CY0000851416, CY0000851418

Weight: medium
Volume: medium to loud
Stick Sound: washy
Intensity: fairly lively
Sustain: medium long
Bell Character: integrated

Sound Character:: 
Bright, full, shimmering. Medium range, fairy clear mix with a balanced, responsive feel.
Strong, full and sturdy crash for universal use in many musical styles.

Rock Crash
16" 17" 18" 19" 20" 
SKU:: 
CY0000852816, CY0000852817, CY0000852818, CY0000852819, CY0000852820

Weight: medium heavy
Volume: medium to very loud
Stick Sound: silvery, washy
Intensity: lively
Sustain: long
Bell Character: big, fairly integrated

Sound Character:: 
Very bright, full, glassy, and shimmering. Wide range, clear mix. Fairly giving feel. Very
strong, cutting, and sturdy crash cymbal for louder playing situations in aggressive
musical styles.
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Medium Hats
13" 14" 
SKU:: 
CY0000853713, CY0000853714

Weight: medium top / medium heavy bottom
Volume: medium soft to medium loud
Stick Sound: compact, defined
Intensity: lively
Sustain: medium
Chick Sound: clear

Sound Character:: 
Clear, full, meaty. Fairly wide range, clean mix. Sharp, and precise, open sound with a
tight chick sound. Very versatile hi-hat for multi-purpose use.

Sound Edge Hi-Hat
14" 
SKU:: 
CY0000853114

Weight: medium light top / medium heavy bottom
Volume: medium to loud
Stick Sound: bright, glassy
Intensity: very lively
Sustain: medium long
Chick Sound: sharp, crisp

Sound Character:: 
Bright, warm, edgy, cutting. Fairly wide range, complex mix. Responsive, fairly soft feel.
Full, energetic, roaring open sound. Very versatile hi-hat for precise playing in many
musical genres.

Rock Hats
14" 15" 
SKU:: 
CY0000853414, CY0000853415

Weight: medium heavy top / heavy bottom
Volume: medium to very loud
Stick Sound: pronounced, very tight and crisp
Intensity: lively
Sustain: long
Chick Sound: clear, full, brilliant

Sound Character:: 
Very bright, full, warm and clear. Wide range, very clear mix. Heavy, giving feel.
Explosive, clear and open sound with a meaty and cutting chick. Very forceful, rich hi-hat
for wide application in many musical genres.
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Rhythm X-Hats
12" 
SKU:: 
CY0000857512

Weight: medium thin top / heavy bottom
Volume: medium soft to medium loud
Stick Sound: compact, bright
Intensity: fairly lively
Sustain: medium
Chick Sound: compact, clear

Sound Character:: 
Clear, bright, crisp, short. Medium range, clean mix. Quick responding and chunky stick
feel. Sharp, yet warm and focused sound. Tight chick sound. Perfectly suited as an
“auxiliary hat”, but also as a “main” hi-hat for R&B, Soul, Dance or Hip-Hop styles.

Mini X-Hats
10" 
SKU:: 
CY0000857210

Weight: medium thin top / heavy bottom
Volume: soft to medium loud
Stick Sound: compact, crisp, smooth
Intensity: lively
Sustain: medium short
Chick Sound: sharp, bright

Sound Character:: 
Clear, bright, crisp, short. Medium range, clean mix. Very quick responsive feel. Very high
pitched, sharp and focused sound. Biting, short chick sound. A smart selection of hi-hat
for percussive, drum n’ bass, auxilary placement. A perfect hi-hat that requires fast and
articulate playing.

China
14" 16" 18" 
SKU:: 
CY0000852614, CY0000852616, CY0000852618

Weight: medium
Volume: medium to loud
Stick Sound: washy
Intensity: lively
Sustain: medium
Bell Character: integrated

Sound Character:: 
Bright, cutting, full with a warm undertone. Medium range, complex mix. Explosive,
shattering attack with a hissing decay. A strong china cymbal useful in many musical
applications.
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Sensitive China
15" 17" 
SKU:: 
CY0000858615, CY0000858617

Weight: thin
Volume: soft to medium loud
Stick Sound: fairly dark, washy
Intensity: very lively
Sustain: short
Bell Character: integrated

Sound Character:: 
Glassy, trashy, somewhat dark, cutting. Wide range, complex mix. Very soft and
responsive feel. A light, yet energetic and aggressive cymbal, with Swish-like qualities.
Very playable and perfectly suited as an effect cymbal. A wise china selection for hand
playing.

Rock China
18" 
SKU:: 
CY0000852518

Weight: medium heavy
Volume: medium to loud
Stick Sound: pronounced
Intensity: lively
Sustain: medium long
Bell Character: integrated

Sound Character:: 
Bright, clear, full, aggressive. Medium range, fairly clear mix. Very loud and explosive with
a hissing shatter. Very strong china cymbal for all musical applications in louder playing
styles.

Thin Splash
8" 10" 
SKU:: 
CY0000852208, CY0000852210

Weight: thin
Volume: medium soft to fairly loud
Stick Sound: washy, smooth
Intensity:  fairly lively
Sustain: short
Bell Character: fairly integrated

Sound Character:: 
Full, bright, silvery. Medium range, fairly clean mix. Fast sizzling attack, with quick fade.
Very responsive feel. A very dynamic, universal splash cymbal for multi-purpose
application in most styles.
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Metal Splash
10" 12" 
SKU:: 
CY0000852410, CY0000852412

Weight: medium heavy
Volume: medium to medium loud
Stick Sound: rough, washy
Intensity: very lively
Sustain: medium short
Bell Character: big, very integrated

Sound Character:: 
Fairly dark, aggressive, raw. Medium range, complex mix. Explosive, wild smashing
attack, with a roaring and rebelious decay.
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